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Style Sheet
1. General Remarks
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For the sake of brevity, these guidelines for authors concerning the preparation of manuscripts
are not intended to cover all questions of typography and manner of documentation which might
arise. A major request is that you use the author-date system of parenthetical references for documenting sources. On the last page you will find a sample bibliography illustrating the preferred
form for listing works parenthetically cited. The preferred form for citing works in book reviews
and reports is explained in section 9 on the third page. If you have questions about this style
sheet or wish to discuss specific problems concerning the preparation of your manuscript, please
contact us.

2. Computer System and Word Processing Program
Please send us two printouts of your text with wide line spacing, also soft copy without extra carriage returns or double spaces on a 3½ inch floppy disk, preferably DOS-formatted, but we can
also handle Macintosh files. Rich Text Format, Word, and WordPerfect are the preferred document formats. Please indicate the operating system and word processing program you have used.

3. Special Signs
If your text contains special characters or symbols, please describe them and indicate where they
occur. In your soft copy, please designate nonstandard characters unambiguously, so that we can
convert them without hitches (e.g., *T for Þ, *t for þ, *o for o, #oe for œ, etc.).

4. Footnotes
Notes will be printed as footnotes. Please avoid using footnotes just for documentation; such references should be included parenthetically in the text.

5. Illustrations
Artwork should contain contrasts which are as clear as possible. If you have a digitized illustration, please convey it to us on a floppy or Zip disk with a file description.

ling på det store kgl. bibliothek i København (Codex regius af den ældre Edda) i foto-

6. Translations

typisk og diplomatisk gengivelse. København: S. L. Møller.

Please include translations of all quotations from medieval and ancient languages.

7. Parenthetical References
Please use this form when citing sources in your text:
‹author’s last name› _‹ year of publication›,_‹page number(s)›
In this formalized representation, “‹...›” is used to designate variables, “_” to designate a space;
other signs stand for usual signs of punctuation. For works of multiple authorship use names
(not “et al.”) for two or three authors. Instead of page numbers, you may cite a chapter (chap.),
section (sec.) or volume (vol.). When the reference is to both volume and page of the author’s
work, use a colon to distinguish between the two, e.g., (Jóhannesson, Finnbogason, and Eldjárn
1946, 1:519–22). The author’s last name and the year of publication may be integrated into the
sentence, alternatively to placing them in parentheses. Please do not use f. or ff. after a page
number.

8. Bibliographical Entries
All parenthetical references in the text should be keyed to an alphabetical list of works cited
(entitled “Bibliography”), located at the end of your text. Please observe this form for bibliographical entries:
‹author’s last name›,_‹first name›._‹year›._‹title›._‹other information›._‹place›:_‹publisher›.
Concerning: ‹author’s last name›,_‹first name›.
Please spell out first names. Editors are designated ed. or eds. at the end of the rubric, preceded by a comma; this designation is deleted in parenthetical references. Anonymous
works are listed according to editors’ or compilers’ names. With works by more than one
author, only the name of the first author is reversed. The patronymic of Icelandic authors is
treated as a last name.
Concerning: ‹title›.

Concerning: ‹other information›.
The rubric preceding the place and publisher is reserved for other relevant publication data
such as number of volumes, or a specific volume number and title cited, or reprint information if the first edition isn’t cited. Series titles are given in roman, followed by the volume
number in Arabic numerals: ‹series title›_‹volume number›.

9. Manner of Documentation in Book Reviews and Reports
Please do not use footnotes in a book review or report. Bibliographical information should be included in the running text rather than in a separate bibliography at the end. The first reference to
a work should include the information normally required for a bibliographical entry (see section
8), but in a slightly different form:
Books
‹author’s first and last name›,_‹title›_(‹place›:_‹publisher›,_‹year›),_‹page number(s) of the
particular citation›.
or, if the reference is in parentheses:
(‹author’s first and last name›,_‹title›_[‹place›:_‹publisher›,_‹year›],_‹page number(s) of the
particular citation›)
Journal Articles
‹author’s first and last name›,_“‹title›,”_‹name of journal›_‹volume number›_
(‹year›):_‹page number(s) of the particular citation›.
Parts of a Book
‹author’s first and last name ›,_“‹title of text›,”_in_‹title of whole book›,_ed._‹editor›_
(‹place›:_‹publisher›,_‹year›),_‹page number(s) of the particular citation›.

Books
Titles of books are given in italics: ‹book title›. Capitalize titles according to conventions of
their respective languages. Use a colon between title and subtitle, but retain any dashes.

After the first, complete reference to a work, all further references to that work are shortened:
(‹author’s last name›_‹page number(s) of the particular citation›)

Journal Articles
“‹title of article›.”_‹name of journal›_‹volume number›:‹inclusive page numbers›.
Titles of journal articles are given in roman type, i.e., not italicized, and placed within quotation marks. Names of journals are given in italics and spelled out.
Parts of a Book
“‹title of text›.”_In_‹title of whole book›,_ed._‹editor›,_‹inclusive page numbers›.
The title of part of a book or of a text in a collection of papers is given in roman type and
enclosed within quotation marks, followed by “In” in roman and the title of the whole
book in italics. Indicate editors, translators or compilers if applicable; shorten “edited by”
to “ed.”

If your text includes references to more than one work by an author, use also a short title with
subsequent references:
(‹author’s last name›,_“‹short title›” / ‹short title›_‹page number(s) of the particular citation›)

10. Correspondence Address
The addresses of all contributors are listed at the end of each issue. If you wish to have an address listed which differs from that used in your correspondence with the alvíssmál editorial staff,
please communicate it to us.

